Approach to Molecular Diagnosis of Chronic Granulomatous Disease (CGD): an Experience from a Large Cohort of 90 Indian Patients.
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is characterized by mutation in any one of the five genes coding NADPH oxidase components that leads to functional abnormality preventing the killing of phagocytosed microbes by affecting the progression of a respiratory burst. CGD patients have an increased susceptibility to infections by opportunistic and pathogenic organisms. Though initial diagnosis of CGD using a nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) test or dihydrorhodamine (DHR) test is relatively easy, molecular diagnosis is challenging due to involvement of multiple genes, presence of pseudogenes, large deletions, and GC-rich regions, among other factors. The strategies for molecular diagnosis vary depending on the affected gene and the mutation pattern prevalent in the target population. There is a paucity of molecular data related to CGD for Indian population. This report includes data for a large cohort of CGD patients (n = 90) from India, describing the diagnostic approach, mutation spectrum, and novel mutations identified. We have used mosaicism in mothers and the expression pattern of different NADPH components by flow cytometry as a screening tool to identify the underlying affected gene. The techniques like Sanger sequencing, next-generation sequencing (NGS), and Genescan analysis were used for further molecular analysis. Of the total molecularly characterized patients (n = 90), 56% of the patients had a mutation in the NCF1 gene, 30% had mutation in the CYBB gene, and 7% each had mutation in the CYBA and NCF2 genes. Among the patients with NCF1 gene mutation, 82% of the patients had 2-bp deletion (DelGT) mutations in the NCF1 gene. In our cohort, 41 different mutations including 9 novel mutations in the CYBB gene and 2 novel mutations each in the NCF2, CYBA, and NCF1 genes were identified. Substantial number of the patients lack NCF1 gene on both the alleles. This is often missed by advanced molecular techniques like Sanger sequencing and NGS due to the presence of pseudogenes and requires a simple Genescan method for confirmation. Thus, the diagnostic approach may depend on the prevalence of affected genes in respective population. This study identifies potential gene targets with the help of flow cytometric analysis of NADPH oxidase components to design an algorithm for diagnosis of CGD in India. In Indian population, the Genescan method should be preferred as the primary molecular test to rule out NCF1 gene mutations prior to Sanger sequencing and NGS.